UNIFORM & BODY MARKING

NOTE:
Race numbers on left and right arm between shoulder and bicep.

NOTE:
One- or two-piece uniform must comply with rule 5.2 of the Collegiate Competitive Rules of the current year and fully cover torso.

(Womens one-piece swimsuit also acceptable.)

If front zipper exists, it must remain closed (up).

NOTE:
Race numbers on left and right leg between knee and ankle.
**BIKE EQUIPMENT**

**NOTE:**
Clip-on aerobars must have a solid standard factory bridge joining both sides of the handle bar at its forward most point, or touching, and include bar-end plugs. Bar end shifters are not allowed.

**NOTE:**
Place bike number on the seat post or on top tube of the frame.

**NOTE:**
Wheels must have a minimum of 16 spokes.

**NOTE:**
Clip-on aerobars may not extend beyond the brake levers of the handle bars.

**NOTE:**
Only traditional drop-style handlebars and brake levers are allowed.

**NOTE:**
The ends of both handle bars must be securely covered with bar-end plugs.

**NOT ALLOWED!**
Handlebars with built in aerobars are not allowed.

**NOTE:**
Helmet must be free from defects and within standards described on page 4. Place helmet number sticker on front.
PRE-RACE

- Attending the Pre-race meeting is mandatory.
- All athletes are required to pick up their race packet in person, with a legal guardian if younger than 18, and the athlete’s valid USAT membership card.

ATHLETE IDENTIFICATION & BODY MARKING

- Each athlete is assigned a race number. Numbers are assigned in random order.
- A bike frame number, and helmet number will be provided at Packet Pick-up. Athletes will be body marked with markers or temporary tattoo numbers. (Swim caps will be provided at Athlete Check-in on race morning.)
- Race numbers should be on the left and right arm, and left and right leg. (See page 2)
- Bike race numbers, provided by the Race Director, must be placed on the bike as instructed, without any alteration.
- The bike helmet number sticker should be applied to the front of your bike helmet. (See page 2)
- Every athlete must wear a timing chip/strap. The timing chip/strap will be distributed on race morning only. Athletes are required to wear the timing chip strap on their ankle throughout the race.
- No race bibs or race number belts will be allowed.

RACE UNIFORM [EXCEPTION TO ITU RULES OF COMPETITION]

- Torso must be covered from race start to finish.
- Uniforms must comply with rule 5.2 of the Collegiate Competitive Rules of the current year regarding branding and graphics.
- Front zippers are allowed but must not be lowered during the race.
- NOTE: Athletes who intend to participate in international U23 competitions (such as the ITU/PATCO Championship or ITU World Championships) will need to fully comply with ITU Uniform Rules/Standards.

ATHLETE CHECK-IN [EXCEPTION TO ITU RULES OF COMPETITION]

- Athletes must attend a pre-race check-in at their assigned time on race morning prior to entering transition.
- Athlete must arrive to this check with body, bike and helmet numbering, properly applied. (See page 2 & 3)
- During the pre-race check-in Officials will review each athlete’s numbers, bike and bike helmet.
  - Only traditional road bike drop handlebars are permitted. (See page 3)
  - Handlebar ends must be plugged. (See page 3)
  - Aerobars may not extend beyond the handlebar brake levers. (See page 3)
  - Aerobars must be touching or bridged, and plugged. (See page 3)
  - All participants shall wear a protective head cover, undamaged and unaltered, which meets or exceeds the safety standards of the Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC), and which is clearly labeled by the manufacturer as satisfying such standards, may be used in USAT sanctioned events. “Aero” helmets are not allowed.
**PLEASE NOTE:**
Officials will follow the ITU Competition Rules with a few exceptions detailed in this document.

The official rules of competition are located within the ITU Competition Rules and can be found at www.triathlon.org.

- **Note:** Helmets must be buckled in place while touching the bike before, during or after the event, or the athlete will be disqualified.
- Wheels must have the following characteristics:
  - A diameter between 70 cm maximum and 55 cm minimum, including the tire.
  - Both wheels must be of equal diameter.
  - Wheels shall have at least 16 metal spokes.
  - Spokes can be round, flattened or oval, provided their width does not exceed 2.4 mm.
  - The maximum rim dimension will be 25 mm. on each side.
  - Wheels not complying with the requirements above are allowed to be used if they are included in the current UCI non-standard wheels list. No disc wheels allowed.

**TRANSITION (PRE-RACE)**
- Only registered athletes will be allowed in the transition area.
- No glass is allowed in the transition area.
- Athletes must rack their bike and equipment at their assigned position.
- Bikes must remain in transition once racked.
- Bikes must be racked by the seat on the transition rack at the start of the race, facing toward the field of play.
- All equipment (shoes, helmet, etc.) must be contained directly on, under the bike, or in their assigned transition bin (if provided). No towels are allowed in transition.

**THE SWIM**
- All athletes will be provided an assigned time for a swim warm up.
- Athletes will report to the swim staging area approximately 10 minutes prior to the scheduled start of the race.
- Athletes will be called to the start line by bib number/name.
- Once called to the start line, athletes must quickly select their start position and stand directly behind it until the race begins. Athletes may not change their starting position once selected.
- An Official will start the race by announcing “TAKE YOUR MARK” at which time athletes should move into the starting position.
- Athletes must make forward motion to the water once the race start signal is sounded.
- Blocking or interfering with the forward progress of another competitor is not allowed.
- False starts involving more than two athletes will be recalled to the start line, while a false start of one to two athletes will not. Penalties from the swim will be enforced by Officials in transition.
- If the water temperature is 68 degrees F or less, athletes will be allowed to wear wetsuits. Water temperature will be posted at packet pickup. The official water temperature will be announced race morning.

**SWIM TO BIKE TRANSITION**
- Swim gear (e.g., swim cap and goggles) must be placed in the athlete’s assigned bin/basket in transition, if provided.
THE BIKE

- A bike mechanic, with limited supplies, will be at the race site on race and able to assist with minor issues.
- Athletes may not ride their bike in the transition area.
- A wheel pit will be located on the bike course. Please mark wheels with name/team name and leave them with Race Officials at the Athlete Lounge 30-45 minutes prior to your race so they may be transported to the wheel pit. Athletes are responsible for replacing their own wheel on their bikes during competition.
- **Athletes overtaken by the race leader will be disqualified and must leave the course in a safe and prompt manner.**

BIKE TO RUN TRANSITION:

- Bikes must be racked by both handlebars/brake levers, or front of seat, after completing the bike course at their assigned rack location. (See page 4)
- All equipment/gear that will not be used on the run must be placed in the athlete’s assigned transition bin/basket, if provided.

THE RUN

- There will be a run course bike leader for the first runner.
- Water and sports drinks will be provided at an aid station(s) on the course.

PENALTIES

- Failure to follow the competition rules will result in a warning, time penalty or disqualification.
- Warnings alert an athlete to a possible rule violation. They may be given with or without a time penalty.
- Warnings are issued by an Official by sounding a whistle; showing a yellow card to the athlete; and identifying the athlete’s number. When given a yellow card, athletes will follow the instructions of the Official.
- Time penalty in Transition - The Official will hold a yellow card up as the penalized athlete arrives at their position in Transition. The athlete will be ordered to stop in his/her transition space without touching any of their equipment. Once the athlete stops the Official starts to time the penalty. If the athlete touches or removes any of their equipment the counts will stop. When the penalty time is completed the Official will say “Go” and the athlete can continue with the competition.
- Time penalty at the Penalty Box - Penalized athlete’s numbers will be clearly displayed on a board at the Penalty Box. Penalized athletes will proceed into the Penalty Box and inform the Official of their identity. The penalty time starts when the athlete enters the Penalty Box. When the penalty time is finished, the Technical Official will say “Go” and the athlete can continue with the competition.
- Disqualification - is a penalty appropriate for severe rule violations, or dangerous or unsportsmanlike conduct. If time and conditions permit, Officials will sound a whistle; show a red card to the athlete; and call the athlete’s bib number and say “Disqualified”.
- It is not necessary for an Official to give a warning prior to issuing a more serious penalty.
- An athlete may finish the race if an Official calls a disqualification, except for athletes lapped out by the race leader.
PLEASE NOTE:
Officials will follow the ITU Competition Rules with a few exceptions detailed in this document.

The official rules of competition are located within the ITU Competition Rules and can be found at www.triathlon.org.

• A disqualified athlete may protest the decision according to the Protest/Appeals procedure listed below.

PROTESTS/APPEALS
• A Protest is against the conduct of an athlete, Official, or the conditions of the competition.
• An Appeal is a request for a review of a decision made by Officials.
• An athlete may file a protest with the Lead Official provided the protest has not been previously observed by Officials and ruled upon.
• Protests concerning athlete eligibility or course safety must be made in advance of the competition. Please refer to the ITU Competition Rules for exact details.

Protests or Appeals must follow the steps listed below:
1. The intention to submit a Protest/Appeal must be made to the Lead Official within 5 minutes of the athlete’s finish time.
2. A deposit of $50 USD must accompany the Protest/Appeal form. Protest/Appeal forms may be obtained from the Lead Official and must include: alleged rule violation; location and approximate time of alleged violation; persons involved in the alleged violation; statement, including a diagram of the alleged violation, if necessary; the names of witnesses who observed the alleged violation.
3. The formal Protest/Appeal must be submitted to the Lead Official no more than 15 minutes later than the athlete’s finish time.
4. The $50 USD deposit will be refunded if the Protest/Appeal is successful. If it is denied, there will be no refund.

For exact details related to the Protest and Appeals process please refer to the ITU Competition Rules manual.